Energy Community statistics

- Relevance of energy statistics for the purpose of the Treaty (2008)
- Common platform and harmonized approach (2009)
- Action Plans and Road Map / Training plan (2010)
- Implementation (2010-2012)
Current status

Formal commitment to implement Regulation 1099/2008 and the Directive 2008/92

All CPs and Observers submitted annual energy balance for 2011 to IEA in due time (30.11.2012), and all but two submitted all sets of unified EUROSTAT/IEA/UNECE questionnaires per products

but:

– Quality concerns for annual data, primarily oil and RES - importance of consumption surveys,
– Monthly reporting (administrative and legislative framework, resources)
– Price reporting (administrative and legislative issues)

• NEED TO REVIEW STATUS OF ENVISAGED TASK AND ACTIVITIES IN EACH CP, DEFINED IN THEIR ACTION PLANS
WHAT NEXT?

1. Nominate national coordinator to coordinate the work of all stakeholders;
2. Review the progress and revise the action plans;
3. Define the administrative and legislative framework with clear assignments of tasks and responsibilities with a view to human, financial and technical resources.
How?

- **COORDINATION AMONG INSTITUTIONS IS A KEY, WHEN RESOURCES ARE LIMITED**

- Overall guidance of EC experts for energy statistics

Objective:

to implement the statistical acquis as planned
Technical assistance

1. Identify common needs and coordinate schedules within Energy Community (NC and EnC)
2. Define the scope of technical assistance on Energy Community level
3. Ensure key role of responsible institutions in CPs in the whole process
Technical assistance

The scope of technical assistance will be determined by the identified common needs in the revised action plans, as prepared by national coordinators and Secretariat.

If /where necessary, the expected scope of TA may include assistance to:

• improve working procedures,
• develop methodologies for data collection and compilation and
• support conducting surveys together with domestic institutions.
THANK YOU!!!